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About
Haqdarshak is a social enterprise working to make welfare schemes more accessible to citizens by
creating a multi-state, multi-lingual, mobile technology platform that helps citizens discover, apply for, and
benefit from, government and private schemes that they qualify for. They can use the platform through a local
trained facilitator, the ‘Haqdarshak’, or themselves, on payment of a small service fee, which makes it
financially sustainable. The promoters have immense experience in entrepreneurship and grassroots work in
this area. The ‘Haqdarshaks’, as they are called, are people from the community and working on incentive
based model where the income is based on number of citizens assisted in availing benefits of schemes. Please
visit our websitewww.haqdarshak.com.
We have received a number of accolades in the past including being selected as one of the top 10 finalist of
the Innovate for Digital India Challenge run by CIIE on behalf of mygov.in and Intel, top 5 in the HarvardIIT Delhi Social Challenge, 2016, top 10 in the Sankalp Global Innovation forum, 2016, and winner of the
NASSCOM social innovation forum NSIF 2016 and the Antah:Prerna Challenge TIE, 2016. We were also
selected as top 6 enterprise in Asia and top 2 in India in the DBS-NUS Social Venture Challenge 2016 in Asia
organised by NUS Enterprise and DBS foundation. We were also one of the winners of the Facebook Code
for Next Billion challenge.
Our major non-government partners include TATA Trusts, Save the Children, PRADAN, Swades Foundation,
Crisil Foundation, DHFL Foundation, Ambuja Cements Foundation, ITC, Godrej Properties, and J-PAL
among others. We also work with governments including the Rajasthan government, PTSLP (Tamil Nadu
government), Haryana government.
One of the critical parts of our mission is to ensure that our Haqdarshaks are getting the best experience from
our platform. Your technical & intellectual support is vital to the growth of network of Haqdarshaks across
India.
Please visit our website www.haqdarshak.com to learn more about the organization.
Position


Associate, Scheme Analyst – Min 2 Years of relevant experience.

Duties and Responsibilities
The selected candidate shall be responsible for grass-root connect, partner liasoning and leading the state
research and operations training; strengthen and present the impact in the State, aligned to the Organization
goal and vision. The primary nature of work will include:
1. Conducting research and, collecting & compiling relevant data of various welfare programs and policies
implemented by government and verifying the information with the district authorities and departments.
2. Lead Research Team on preparing write-ups for welfare programs implemented by Government, NGOs
and Private Institutions/Corporate CSR for the benefit of the individuals / community and organizations.
3. Effective interaction and liasoning with Government bodies at various levels and partner organizations to
strengthen the Organization connects, to sustain on ground connectivity and to retain alignment with
external stakeholders.
4. Be responsible for the on ground implementation of the project in assigned district/s for delivery of
benefits under various schemes to target beneficiaries ‘with the help of technologies.
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5. Lead, strategize the plan of implementation on ground and monitor the operations work of community
mobilizers for effective delivery and widen the connectivity and beneficiaries on ground.
6. Build and manage team of on ground and other resources, as required and be responsible for team
performance.
7. Regularly communicate with the Research Team for required alignment of scheme knowledge and with
the Product Team for digitizing scheme information and needful interfacing for quick team- and on ground
resolve. Quality and timely feedback is the essence of the role pre- requisite here.
8. Work directly with the Haqdarshak and citizens and conduct trainings for Haqdarshak on regular basis on
scheme application and meet
9. Work towards meeting Organizational & Project targets inclusive of deadlines for number of scheme
applications completed and number of active Haqdarshaks (HDs) in the identified districts.
10. Routinely communicate with stakeholders to identify key issues and establish innovative
tools and mechanisms and generate new implementation approaches to provide public scheme information
to the wider range of target audience
11. Keep abreast of various initiatives taken by Government, NGOs, corporate, private institutions in this
space and build of knowledge in this sphere.
12. Foster partnership with Government and Non; Government institutions aligned to the vision to meet the
Organizational goal, and also effectively engage and communicate with them from time to time to
strengthen the partner relations and underline the impact of the Model.
Qualifications and Skills
1. Minimum Masters in any discipline (preferably Rural development/ Management / Social Development)
2. Excellent communication and presentation skills in English & Marathi
3. Prior experience of CSR management and communication, public relations in the domain would be
preferable.
4. The position will vary depending on degree of relevant work experience as mentioned above.
5. Should be interested and motivated to work in the domain of public schemes/ policies/welfare
development.
6. Determined and motivated to reach targets and meet tight deadlines.
7. The role will demand regular travel for department visits, meeting the HDs (low income pockets) and
citizens and travel between districts.
8. Need to work in close coordination with the team and the Line Manager.
9. Determined, resourceful with innovative in ideation.
10. Passionate about bringing social change.
Job Location State (Base Location) Rajasthan (Jaipur), Punjab (Chandigarh).
If interested, please drop us an email suheel.zameer@haqdarshak.com/ with your updated CV and a
cover letter Kindly plug the Subject Line as ‘Application for Scheme Analyst –State Name’.
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